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Introduction 
2018 continued to show an increase in Visitor numbers with 21,228 total Visitor Parties up 11%, which included a new 
mobile Downtown Comox Ambassador Program, compared to 20,099 total Visitor Parties for 2017. Europeans still 
represent the third highest Visitor Origin to visit the centre with BC residents coming in 1st. TripAdvisor reviews 
continue to show a high level of guest satisfaction.  

Visitor Statistics 
Visitor parties are defined as any group travelling together regardless of the number of people, while visitor numbers 
are the total number of individuals who came into the Centre. True visitor parties are what would be considered as 
“tourists” – visitor parties from outside of the Comox Valley area. 

The following chart shows a comparison of statistics between 2017 and 2018: 

Statistics 2017 2018 % Change 
Total Visitor Parties 20099 21228 11% 
Local Parties 3716 2996 -19% 
True Visitor Parties 16383 18232 11% 
Visitor Numbers 30680 32992 7% 

True Visitor Parties 
The number of local parties was down over last year from 3,716 to 2,996 showing a decrease of 19% in 2018 while the 
visitation from true visitors has increased by 11%. The following chart shows 3 year comparison, and subsequently, 
the 11% increase in true visitor numbers from 2017 VS 2018: 

 

 

 

Visitor Origin 
The following chart shows BC residents continue to represent the slightly higher number of visitors (39%). It also shows 
strong support for the Visitor Centre and the Comox Valley. This is in line with the increase of BC residents vacationing 
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within the province. The next highest percentages of visitors are those from the local Comox Valley Region (30%). This 
holds true that many local residents bring out-of-town guests to get information for their stay or just to browse the 
grounds and exhibition gallery. Europe is, once again, the 3rd highest Visitor Origin into the centre (10%). You can see 
the breakdown of visitors by origin shown in the chart below:  

 

Nights in Community 
Other information about the parties who visited the Centre is shown in the charts below. The following chart shows 
the number of nights spent in the local community by visitor party. It is typical in visitor centres across BC that the 
largest group (50% provincially), are same day visitors. These are visitors who are passing through the area and have 
not spent a night locally. As with all visitors, counsellors work diligently to create a positive first impression and 
encourage longer stays and repeat visits. In 2018, 1 night and 2 night stays have decreased slightly to 750 and 676 
parties, from 754 and 706 respectively, in 2017 correlating with the slight drop in visitors to the Island. 
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Information Requested 
The following chart shows information requested by visitor party in 2018. It should be noted that most parties request 
more than one type of information, so although site facilities is the highest category, it is likely that after these visitors 
located and used the facility required, they also asked questions from other categories. When washroom facilities are 
not taken into account, the highest category of information requested is Maps and Directions, in age of hand held 
devices and online booking and mapping tools.  

 

Of the three major communities in the Comox Valley, Courtenay is the most inquired about City. 

 2017   2018 
Courtenay 2494  Courtenay 2535 
Cumberland 2032  Comox 2081 
Comox 1881  Cumberland 1562 
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Site Facilities (e.g. Washrooms) - 17,730
Maps / Directions - 5,585
Adventure Recreation - 2,644
Parks - 2,437
Attractions / Tours - 2,288
Food / Beverage - 1,498
Shopping - 1,472
Other - 1,353
Transportation - 1,347
Accommodation - 1,276
Community Services - 996
Events / Conferences - 856
Investment/Moving - 644
First Nations - 294
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Activity and Event Bookings 
The following list is the activities and events on Vancouver Island bookable in 2018 by the VIVC:  

49 North Helicopters 
Adrenaline Zipline Tours 
Amped Rides 
Ambassador Transportation 
BC Salmon Farmers Association 
BC ferries Northern Routes 
Comox Harbour Charters 
Fanny Bay Oysters 
Harbour Air 

Horne Lake Caves  
Hotel Ski Packages 
Lady Rose Marine Services 
Manatee Holdings (Hatchery Tour)  
Mt. Washington (lift tickets) 
Pacific Pro Dive & Marine Adventures 
Royal BC Museum 
West Coast Water Sports 
 

Summary 
The statistics and revenues show that the Vancouver Island Visitor Centre continues to fulfill its role of improving 
the economic benefit of tourism to the area by promoting longer stays and return visits to prospective visitors and 
those who have come into the Centre. 

The team at the Vancouver Island Visitor Centre (VIVC) found success, being the point of sale place for visitors and 
locals alike as they were able to buy VIVC marketing options in the centre, on their website, in the printed guide 
and other marketing tools in Comox Valley Visitor Services Marketing Program (CVVSMP). This continued initiative 
and focus saw more sales in racking and Boardroom bookings. The Visitor Centre is also working more closely with 
local Artisans and Artists to showcase their work in the gift shop on a consignment basis. 

The VIVC outreached significantly more in 2018 as compared to previous years with their Mobile Visitor Centre. 
This outreaching initiative was about extending the regions Visitor Servicing assistance & support beyond the 
doors of the Centres traditional brick and mortar location and bringing the services of the visitor centre to the 
visitor. It was to be proactive in providing Visitor Centre tools, resources and booking capacity at key events and 
conferences to drive increased visitation to regional attractions, businesses, as well as bookings and sales. The 
VIVC Staff were able to provide the same level of visitor engagement & quality service, as with the staff running 
the Visitor Centre. Further, staff were able to bring brochures and other collateral to have in the mobile rack, 
providing stakeholders additional exposure and providing more useful take away tools for the visitors. With the 
launch of the Ambassador Program in Comox in collaboration with the Comox BIA, attending meet and greets at 
19 Wing for newly posted families, a booth at the CV Farmers’ Market, CVEX and Nautical Days, BC Seafood Festival 
along with our outreach during the winter on Mount Washington. The online booking system launched in 2017, 
continues to be very successful. Rezgo allows suppliers to receive instant confirmation of their products and 
services being booked through the VIVC, allows the customer to book as they plan their trips online and enables 
the entire VIVC team to generate efficient reports. Visitor Centre staff continue to work with local operators to 
expand tours offered via Rezgo to Visitors. 
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TripAdvisor Reviews 
The Visitor Centre has expanded its presence on TripAdvisor by responding to Visitor inquiries about the Comox 
Valley during their trip planning stages. Below is sample of reviews, and samples of inquires that come from 
Visitors, from the VIVC TripAdvisor page. This shows that the Centre is continuing to surpass visitor expectations 
and is leaving them with a memorable impression of their time spent at the VIVC and encourages them to visit 
the Comox Valley: 

Here is a sample of questions answered via TripAdvisor. 
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